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Abstract  

Our intent is to provide a perspective on risk control on large static baskets of securities to 

address common investor demand for low or minimum volatility.   While conceptions of risk and 

its direct correlation to returns are well documented outside of this paper, we reference the 

S&P Risk Control Index (RCI) framework for its simplicity in construction and focus on 

demonstrating, albeit with backtests, that there is a distinct opportunity for investors to reduce 

risk while enhancing return.  Furthermore, we will show how Active Risk-Based investing (ARBi)® 

follows a similar goal set but by using a more adaptive, cognitive framework rather than rote 

rules sets, an investor may achieve significantly more robust risk and return enhancement and 

reduce the impact of unpredictable market risk from entering into one's results.  

Risk Control Index 

What is it? 

 Uses globally accepted, independent underlying indexes like the S&P 500 

 Transparent methodology using the underlying indexes historical volatility 

 Seeks to target a preset risk level 

 Achieves preset risk level by adjusting exposure to index via cash and leverage 

RCI’s point is that using simplistic correlation analysis (ala Modern Portfolio Theory) to provide 

market risk neutralization was largely trumped by the 2008 crisis (and any other) wherein all 

correlations go to one and render an equity portfolio at risk significantly higher than what was 

planned prior to the crisis-like event.   As a result, long-dated investors may be able to attain 

their targeted return at a given risk level as opposed to relying on the potentially random drivers 

of correlations between asset classes to manage risk.  Therefore, by focusing risk measurement 

on simply the observed volatility of the index itself, one may better increase or decrease cash 

levels and leverage to attain a predetermined volatility level.    

Sounds logical on all fronts noted above for RCI; ARBi follows a similar philosophy and construct.  

But, ARBi builds the idea much further by employing: 

 Adaptation - systematic learning framework to adjust risk levels at both market and 

security levels 

 Rebalancing - assess the risk of the market and individual security anywhere from daily to 

quarterly as opposed to relying on static target 

 Operational - real world application for execution, not backtesting 

Performance 

Firstly, if one focuses on results rather than process, performance chasing begets significantly 

lower results over time.  So, in viewing any performance chart, we believe they tell a story about 

how well an investment process stays true to its underlying concepts and construction rather 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/h5kfojdqcl4i4wj/limiting-risk-exposure-sp-risk-control-indices.pdf?dl=0
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than simply how much any investor can expect to make on it.   With that preface, here is a 

comparison of RCI (backtest) vs ARBi100 (live data): 

 Growth of $1,000,000 over 3 years 

 

 

At a high level, it is how ARBi uses cash, rebalances the portfolio risk weightings at a security and 

portfolio level, and the frequency of such rebalancing that provide a source of persistent risk 

reduction that tangentially builds upon and differentiates it from the S&P RCI philosophy and 

construct.  Here is ARBi’s basic construct: 

 Set maximum individual index constituent risk weight to equal weight (eg.  100 stocks, 1% 

maximum risk for individual stock risk controller) 

 Set maximum portfolio level risk controller to adjust individual stock weights from 0x to 3x the 

core weight 

 Set maximum portfolio gross exposure to 100% (eg. no leverage) 

 Assess all risks on regular frequency (daily, monthly or quarterly) 

 Execute all rebalancing trades systematically  

There is nothing tremendously scientific or "black boxish" in the above.  Equal weight reduces 

opportunity for bias and keeps risk fairly distributed across all stocks.  Adjusting portfolio 

exposure up to 3x allows the portfolio to be adjusted within the 100% gross exposure limit, to 

increase and decrease total portfolio risk in response to market factors and more efficiently 

deploy unused cash.   Frequent risk assessment and rebalancing provide for the risk-enhanced 

returns to be captured.  Systematic application and trading in the regular exchange regulated 

"On-Close" process provides for cost effective and operationally stable execution.    

It is easy to glean that RCI and 

ARBi follow very similar 

philosophies centered on 

adjusting risk on an index basket.  

However, what is especially clear 

is the ability to generate higher 

returns while simultaneously 

reducing overall volatility and 

drawdowns.  This is accomplished 

primarily by eliminating the 

simplistic static risk target of RCI in 

favor of a more dynamic 

assessment of risk for each stock 

and on the overall basket index.  

Without which, such results are 

generally unattainable.   
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How does it look to an investor?  Here are just two representative stocks from the ARBi100 

product that has 100 individual large capitalization stocks in it.    

  

These charts portray over a short timeframe early in 2016 how the ARBi process systematically 

adjusted a $25,000 risk allocation (gray line in chart) on each stock in the portfolio.  Note that 

both stocks are well known banks but, while in the same sector, the risk exposure actually is 

independent of the other and demonstrates that to effectively reduce risk AND enhance return, 

an investment process must assess the right risks and remain adaptive to unpredictable market 

forces.   In this case, ARBi’s return (blue line in chart) beat a simple buy and hold strategy (red 

line in chart) on either stock and, importantly, portrays how effective use of cash drives 

significantly reduced volatility.    

Summary 

Investors seeking persistent risk control and reduction with enhanced potential for total return 

should consider adaptive, cognitive oriented solutions as opposed to rote rule-based solutions 

that are too limited in their ability to respond to stock-level and market risks.  Solutions like that 

of ARBi provide investors an unfettered and clearer path to attaining long-run return targets at 

lower risk (to a representative index).   Such solutions should be considered as part of the 

proper diversification of any equity-focused portfolio.  

 

 

 


